




Basic Controls  

 

K20E, 15 HP, 3 phase, wet abrasive saw 

Air/oil power downfeed, semi-automatic, oscillation. 

Hydraulic oil- DTE 24, 1” arbor 

Halogen light bulb- 24 volt  Kal.Ind. # 457-002, LED light # 457-004 

Air req- 60 PSI MAX, DRY shop air. 

 

1. Feedrate control- Controls downfeed rate. Rotate CW to slow/shut off or CCW to 

increase feedrate. Rotate CW until knob stops to set heights and stroke limiter. 

Manually adjust feed control when beginning cutting to select correct feedrate. 

2. Sawhead Down- Push to begin downfeed. 

3. Sawhead UP- Push to bring sawhead UP. May be engaged anytime during cycle. 

4. Rapid- Push to rapid saw head down. DO NOT RAPID INTO WORKPIECE. 

5. Spindle Start- Push to start saw head. 

6. Pump- Starts coolant pump. May be used independently without saw blade 

running with wash out hose. Use rust-inhibiting coolant ONLY! Consult dealer 

for correct coolant type. 

7. Oscillation-  Rotate to start/stop oscillation. (optional) 

8. STOP- All stop. Stops all motors, pumps. 

9. Light- Light switch for Halogen light. 

10. E stop- Stops all AC power. Pull to re-set. 

11. Coolant valve- Controls coolant flow. 

12. Vise- Opens/closes air chain vise  

13. DTE24 hyd oil- Dual reservoirs use DTE24 hydraulic oil. Maintain oil levels , 

one reservoir ¼ full the other ¾ full. Oil levels alternate with cycle. Cloudy oil 

indicates water in the oil. Re-fill reservoirs at the top by removing set screw plug 

and filling back to above levels. After filling reservoirs cycle downfeed many 

times to remove air in lines.  

14.  Saw head return valve- Adjust as wheel wears to control when saw head returns. 

15. Up stroke limiter- Controls saw head up position. To adjust: engage downfeed, 

bring sawhead down slowly using feedrate control, Stop cylinder at  rod detent 

required, tighten knob into rod detent. Up position of wheel will now be limited to 

rod detent location selected. This allows more cut time with the wheel being 

closer to the workpiece and less “air cut time” as wheel wears. 

16. Shop air IN- Input shop air 0-60 PSI max..Set pressure using regulator. Use DRY 

shop air. Wet air corrodes air valves and internal cylinder parts causing failure.  

17. Vise pressure regulator- Adjust air chain vise pressure. 40 psi max. 

18. Saw head down feed pressure- Adjust to 0-60 PSI. 60 PSI max. 

19. AC in- Input AC power to L1, L2,L3 on the fuse block. Be sure incoming voltage 

matches machine voltage. If not familiar with electrics consult an electrician. 

Electrical component failures due to incorrect wiring changes are not warranted. 
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